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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has become a powerful tool to study first few 
atomic layers at solid surfaces. This technique provides information on chemical state of 
atoms at the solid surface and the composition of the analysed layer. Present work re
views the typical procedures of quantitative XPS analysis. The relatively accurate proce
dures are based on mea!;urements involving standards, i.e. samples with known surface 
composition. However, these procedures may be applicable to perfect samples with simi
lar surface structure as the standards . In general, such approach is impractical for use in 
routine analysis of samples consisting of large number of components. In experimental 
practice we frequently encounter imperfect samples with rough surfaces, or in a form of a 
powder, for which the use of standards is not recommended. A convenient procedure to 
use in such a case is the relative sensitivity factor approach, which does not require the 
external standards. However, accuracy of this method is rather poor. A reasonable com
promise for XPS analysis of complex samples is a variation of the relative sensitivity fac
tor aproach with sensitivity factors determined for a given instrument and the used XPS 
configuration. A good example of the modification of the relative sensitivity factor ap
proach is the multi line approach. The surface composition is calculated then after statisti
cal analysis of all intensitics observed in the spectra. The details of such procedure arc 
discussed in the present review. 

Key words : formalism of quantitative analysis, relative sensitivity factors, photo

electron transport in solids, inelastic mean free path, elastic photoelectron scattering, 

spectromcter function 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) seems to be the most universal 
method for quantitative analysis of solid surfaces, since this technique can be rou
tinely applied to practicaly all types of samples, including poor conductors. This 
method has been elaborated in mid Sixties [I], and until now has become one of the 
most popular tools of surface science. Originally, this technique was designated with 
the acronim ESCA (Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis). Importance of 
ESCA-XPS has been recognized by awarding the Nobel Prize to its developer (K. Siegbahn 

in 1981 ). 
Experiment associated with XPS consists in irradiating the surface studied with a 

beam of monochromatic X-rays and recording the energy distribution of electrons 
emitted from the surface. Two energies ofX-rays are commonly used in experimental 
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practice : 1253 .6 eV (Mg Ka) and 1486.6 eV (AI Ka) . The kinetic energy of emitted 
electrons is obviously smaller than the exciting energy. Photoelectrons with such en
ergies are created in the sample within the layer of the thickness of several ~un . How
ever, they can reach the surface without energy loss only when emitted within first 
few monolayers, due to a large cross section for inelastic scattering at these kinetic 
energies. In effect XPS becomes a surface sensitive technique , providing the qualita
tive and quantitative information for first atomic layers . The sampling depth of XPS 
is related to the inelastic mean free path of photoelectrons in the surface region, which 
typically varies from 4 A to 20 A depending on the photoelectron energy and on the 
solid studied . The qualitative and quantitative information on the composition of the 
analysed layer can be derived by proper processing of the energy spectra obtained. At 
present an extensive literature is available on the principles ofXPS, analytical proce
dures and the necessary instrumentation. Material published up to 1990 is reviewed in 
the monograph edited by Briggs and Seah [2]. 

An example of the energy spectra recorded for the carefully cleaned surface of the 
Au50Pd50 alloy is shown in Fig. I. The energy scale is usually expressed in terms of 
the so called binding energy, defined as the work necessary to transfer an electron in 
the solid to the Fermi level. For a given core level in the atom of a studied sample, the 
photoionization process is described by the energy conservation principle 

( 1.1) 

where Eh! is the binding energy, hv is the energy of incident photons, Eh is the photo
electron kinetic energy referenced to the vacuum level, and <p.w is the work function 
for the sample material. However, the work function for the spectrometer material, 

<p·'"fl' may be different from <p.m· Consequently, the kinetic energy of the, emitted photo
electron, when entering the analyser, will be modified from Eh to Ekl· 

I 

Eh= Ekv + (<psp- <psa) (1.2) 

i.e. will be accelerated or retarded by the contact potential ~<p = <psp- <psc,. Introducing 
(1.2) into (1.1), we obtain 

I 

Ehr= lzv- Eh - <psp ( 1.3) 

As one can see, the value of the binding energy does not depend on the sample work 

function. Thus, the Fermi level is a convenient reference for the energy scale. Calibra
tion of the energy scale is an important procedure, especially for the qualitative appli
cations ofXPS . From positions of peaks one can identify the elements present in the 
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surface region. Furthermore, slight shifts of the peak positions provide further infor
mation on the chemical state of these elements. Detailed description of the calibration 
procedures can be found in [2, Appendix 1]. 

As indicated in Fig. 1, two most pronounced features of the spectrum can be as
cribed to Pd 3d and Au 4f core level photoelectrons. Other features are due to Pd MNN 
Auger transition and to the valence band (v. b.). The latter features usually are not 
considered in the XPS quantitative analysis. Present work will be devoted to proce
dures of deriving the quantitative information from the core level peaks. 
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Figure 1. The energy spectra of electrons emitted from the Au50Pd50 aHoy by the Mg Ka radiation . 

Let us look more closely on the core level peaks shown in Fig. 1. The Au 4fphoto
electron peak is shown in Fig. 2(a). One can see actually two peaks corresponding to 
the spin-orbit (j-j) coupling. Both peaks are characterized by the quantum number}= 
I+ s. In the case considered, I= 3, ands = ±1/2, thus}= 5/2 and 7/2. The procedure of 
quantitative analysis of a solid surface (e.g. the surface of the Au50Pd50 bulk alloy) 
derives the surface composition from the monitored peak intensities. First stage of the 
spectrum processing requires the removal of the contribution of secondary electrons. 
There are several algorithms commonly used for this purpose. In the simplest ap
proach, illustrated in Fig. 2(b ), the background is approximated by a straight line. Af
ter background subtraction the remaining spectrum is integrated within the selected 
limits. In the next stage the calculated area (or areas of several peaks) is used in calcu
lations of the surface composition. These calculations require a theoretical model de
scribing the photoelectron emission from a particular solid, taking into account a 
given experimental configuration. 

Present work is devoted mainly to the overview of the procedures of quantitative 
analysis by XPS. Stress is put on analysis of complex multicomponent samples, 
which are frequently encountered in analytical practice. This problem is of consider
able importance in routine applications of XPS. The structure of the paper is as fol
lows: The commonly accepted formalism and the typical experimental procedures 
are described in Section 2. Quantitative analysis of complex multi component solids 
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Figure 2. Fragment ofthe spectra shown in Fig. I . (a) The J\u 4fpeak; (h) the same peak with indicated 

linear background and the integrated area . 

and it reliability are discussed in Sections 3 and 4. A crucial step of quantitative XPS 
analysis is the signal intensity calibration by determining the so-called spectrometer 
function. This issue is addressed in Section 5. Improvements of the theory of electron 
transport by considering the elastic photoelectron scattering in the solid and energy 
dependence of the electron inelastic mean free path are summarized in Sections 6 and 
7. Finally, a software packet with a convenient implementation of algorithms for 
quantitative XPS analysis is briefly described. 

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMALISM OF XPS 

In 1974, Fadley et al. [3] published an extensive theoretical background for 
quantitative XPS analysis. With minor modifications the mathematical formulation 

of photoelectron transport proposed by these authors is commonly used until present 
time. Let us list below the main assumptions of this formalism: 1. The solid surface is 
ideally flat. 2. The studied specimen is polycrystalline or amorphous. 3. The photo
electron attenuation within the solid is exponential. 4. The effect of elastic photoelec-
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tron collisions in the solid on the angular distribution of emitted photoelectrons is 
negligible. 5. The sample in-depth composition is uniform. 6. The X-ray refraction 
and the reflection are neglected. 7. The X-ray attenuation within the analysed volume 
is negligible. 

Under the above assumptions, the contribution to the recorded signal strength, 
dl, corresponding to the layer of thickness dz at the depth z is given by 

dl = TDeF_.,.A!J.O.N(da./dO.)exp[-zi(A cos a)]dz (2.1) 

where T is the analyser transmission function, De is the detector efficiency, F.>: is the 
flux of incident X-rays, A is the analysed area, !J.O. is the solid acceptance angle of the 
analyser, N is the atomic density of a given element (number of atoms in unit vol

ume), a is the detection angle with respect to the surface normal, and A is the inelas
tic mean free path of analysed photoelectrons (IMFP), i.e. the average distance 
between inelastic photoelectron collisions. The parameter da./dO. denotes the dif
ferential photoelectric cross section. For unpolarized radiation and random orienta
tion of atoms or molecules this cross section is expressed by [ 4,5] 

da)dO. = axW(P,'V) = crx_!_ [1- ~ (3cos 2'V -1)] 
47t 4 

(2.2) 

where crx is the total photoelectric cross section, 'V is the angle between the direction 
of the X-rays and the direction of analysis, and pis the so-called asymmetry parame
ter. The function W(P,'V) is the photoelectric cross section normalized to unity, i.e . 

2rrJ W(p, 'V )sin'Vd'V = 1 
() 

The cross section W(p, 'V) is shown in Fig. 3. As one can see, the cross section depends 
considerably on the asymmetry parameter, p. When p = 0, photoelectrons are emitted 
isotropically in space. However, with a few exceptions, the asymmetry parameter is 
larger than zero for photoelectrons emitted by the usually used radiations, i.e. Al Ka 
and Mg Ka [5-7]. In that case the maximum probability of photoemission is in the di
recti on perpendicular to the direction ofX-rays, as shown in Fig. 3. Maximum an iso
tropy is expected for the asymmetry parameter equal to 2. Such a value corresponds to 
photoelectrons emitted from the s-levels of low and medium atomic number ele
ments. 

In the typical experimental configuration of XPS, a semi-infinite solid is ex

posed to a broad beam of X-rays irradiating a much larger area than the area being 
analysed. We may then assume that the analysed area depends on the detection angle, 
a, according to 
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Figure 3. The normalized photoelectric cross section, W(p,\jl) = (dc:r/dO.)Ic:r., as a function of the asym
metry parameter, ~· 

A= Aofcosa (2 .3) 

where A a is the area seen by the analyser at the normal direction of analysis. On inte
gration of (2 .1) over all depths with account of (2.3), we obtain 

I= TD .. A0F,;~~D.N'A(da)dD.) (2.4) 

Equation (2.4) is the basis for calculations of the surface composition. As follows 
from assumption no 5, the above formalism applies to samples with uniform compo
sition within the analysed volume. If this assumption is not strictly satisfied, all the 
procedures of quantitative XPS analysis described below would provide the averaged 
composition. 

Exact algorithm for calculating the surface composition depends on the selected 
method of quantitative analysis. In general, there are two groups of experimental pro
cedures used for this purpose: (i) analysis using standard materials, and (ii) the rela
tive sensitivity factor approach. Let us briefly discuss both groups. 

2.1. Quantitative analysis using standard materials 

Presently, the most reliable quantitative applications ofXPS. based on the above 
formalism, involve the use of standards, i.e. the use of samples with known surface 

composition. An obvious selection for a standard is the surface of a clean element, 
which is present in the sample studied. The simplest experimental procedure of quan
titative analysis consists in measurements of a given peak intensity for a sample and 
for the standard. Let us write (2.4) for surface studied in the following way 
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I= CNA. = CM/...x (2 05) 

where x is the atom fraction of a given element, M is the total atomic density and the 
constant C comprises the parameters independent of composition 

Similarly, we have for the standard 

(206) 

From (205) and (206) we obtain the following expression for calculating the surface 
composition of the element considered 

/o =( ~~o )(~} (207) 

Thus, the surface concentration of a given element can be calculated from the ratios of 
peak intensities, !If, after correcting for differences in the inelastic mean free path 
and the atomic density for the sample and in the standard. 

The described above simple procedure of quantitative analysis provides the sur
face concentration of one element. To obtain the total composition, we should use 
several standards corresponding to all elements present in the sample. (20 7) for the 
j-th element can be written as follows 

(208) 

The obvious condition has to be satisfied 

(209) 

From (2 08) and (20 9), on elimination ofthe atomic density of the sample, M, we obtain 
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(2.1 0) 

where 

(2 .11) 

As follows from (2.1 0), two experimental procedures can be suggested. We can mea
sure the ratios 1/11 for combinations of all elements present in the sample, and then the 

corresponding ratios for standards, /;0 
//1°, in a separate experimental run. In the sec

ond procedure, we measure all the ratios I; 11;0 for all elemental constituents of the 
sample. 

For two component sample, AB, (2.1 0) and (2 .11) simplify to 

(/)I~) 
X = . . 
• A 0 0 

(I)/A)+ (1/FAB )(I HI/H) 
(2.12) 

where 

(2.13) 

The procedures of quantitative XPS analysis can be based not only on elemental 
standards. In general, a standard sample may be a complex solid with a known surface 
composition reasonably close to the composition of the samples studied. Such a sur
face may be obtained by the vacuum fracture of a given compound or an alloy, or by 
scraping their surface. One can then assume that the composition of a newly created 
surface is close to the bulk composition. However, the applicability of such standards 

is limited to samples consisting of the same elements . 
For simplicity, let us limit the formalism to the two component solids, AB. From 

(2.5) written for photoelectron emitted from both components of the sample. we ob
tain 

(2.14) 
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Similar equation written for the standard has the form 

(2.15) 

where x~ and xZ are the known surface concentrations of the components of the stan
dard surface. From (2.14) and (2.15) we can derive the following system of equations 

~ .. L =.- X -~ (A. Jj {A OB ) I_., I~ 
X~ (A. .-~fA~J I B I.~ 

(2.16) 

XJJ = 1 -- x .. f 

which can be used for calculations of the surface composition. If we expect that the 
surface composition of the sample is reasonably close to the composition of the stan
dard surface, we may assume that A..-~ ~A.~-~ and /... 8 ~ A. 08 , since the inelastic mean free 
path is considered to be a relatively weak function of the composition. Equations (2.16) 
simplify to 

. o I Io 
XA A B 
---- (2.17) 

As follows from (2 . 1 7), to determine the surface composition we need to measure the 
ratio of peak intensities for the sample and the ratio of the same peak intensities for a 
standard. 

2.2. Quantitative analysis without standards 

Best results of a quantitative analysis with standards are expected if the surface 
structure of the standard and the sample studied is similar. The mathematical formal
ism is based on the assumption that the surface is ideally flat and the analysed surfaces 
should be possibly close to this model. Such situation is rather exceptionally en
countered in experimental practice of routine analysis. Frequently the sample sur
face is rough or may be in the form of a powder, \vhich practically excludes the use of 
standards. Furthermore, the surface may be, in general, covered with contamination, 
which cannot be removed by the usual methods (sputtering, heat treatment, oxygen 
adsorption, etc . ) without uncontrolled changes of the surface composition. Presence 

of contamination should be then accounted for in the procedure of quantitative anal
ysis. Examples of such samples are polymers or the high T, superconductors . The 
only method of quantitative analysis, which can be used in such cases, is the 
relative sensitivity factor approach. The coiTesponding formalism is very simple. We as-
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sume that the signal intensity, Jj, due to any elemental constituent of the sample, is 
proportional to concentration 

(2 .18) 

where the proportionality coefficient, <j>j, is called the sensitivity factor. Thus, the con
centration of i-th element is calculated from 

(2.19) 

There are tabulations of the sensitivity factors available in the literature [2,8]. Fur
thermore, the manufacturers of the XPS instruments usually recommend a set of sen
sitivity factors for a given type of the spectrometer. 

One can raise a number of objections concerning the accuracy of quantitative analy
sis based on the sensitivity factors. Firstly, the matrix effects are neglected in the above 
procedure. The relative sensitivity factors are usually measured for elemental solids or 
selected compounds, which have different electron transport properties than the studied 
sample. The difference should be accounted for by the corresponding values of the 
inelastic mean free path. Secondly, the instrumental effects are neglected. The relative sen
sitivity factors published in the literature or recommended by the manufacturers cor
respond to a certain type of instruments, while their use in processing the data collected 
by a different spectrometer or after changing the spectrometer settings may lead to con
siderable errors. 

In 1991 the reliability of different procedures of quantitative XPS analysis was 
estimated by performing the Round Robin analysis of the same set of samples in dif
ferent laboratories [9]. The Round Robin was supported by the Japanese scientists 
participating in the VAMAS-SCA program (Versailles Project on Advanced Mate
rials and Standards, Surface Chemical Analysis working party). Three samples of the 
AuCu alloy with the bulk composition of25, 50, and 75 at.% of Au were submitted to 
XPS quantitative analysis . The analysis was made by 26 participants in 19 laborato
ries. Prior to analysis, the sample surface was submitted to the same treatment to ren
der the results comparable . The surface was sputtered by 2 keV Ar ions until 
disappearance of contamination signals. The spectra emitted by the AI Ka radiation 
were recorded in vicinity ofCu 2py2 and Au 4fpeaks. Three described above proce
dures of quantitative analysis were applied: 1. Procedure involving two elemental 

standards [Eqs. (2.12) and (2 .13)]; 2. Procedure involving an alloy as the standard 
material [Eq. (2.17)]; 3. Relative sensitivity factor approach [Eq. (2.19)]. 

It has been found that the procedure involving the alloy standard was the most re
liable . The surface concentration x was determined with uncertainity ~:r varying from 
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± 1.41% to± 1.81% depending on the alloy. The uncertainity of surface composition 
for the procedure involving two elemental standards varied from± 1. 74% to ±2.43%. 
However, the uncertainity was considerably larger for the relative sensitivity factor 
approach varying from ±8.82% to± I 0.4%. In view of these results the question arises 
if it is possible at all to perform the analysis of complex materials with a good accu
racy. This issue will be discussed in the following sections, devoted to different possi
bilities of improving the reliability of the relative sensitivity factor approach. 

3. QUANTITATIVE XPS ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX SAMPLES 

Different procedures for quantitative analysis of complex multicomponent solids 
are in fact modifications of the relative sensitivity factor approach. These modifica
tions consist in different methods of introducing corrections accounting for the char
acteristics of the instrument, properties of the sample and the configuration of the 
experiment. The following sections provide detailed infonnation on the most reliable 
correction procedures for procedures of quantitative analysis without standards. 

3.1. The method of Ebel 

Ebel [ 1 0] has pointed out that analogies exist between the formalism ofX-ray flu
orescence analysis (XRFA) and the quantitative XPS analysis . Thus, the relation be
tween the photoelectron intensity and the surface concentration of emitting element 
can be obtained by proper modifications of the formalism of XRFA. For simplicity let 
us consider here the case of clean surface, i.e. the sample without the overlayer of 
contaminations. 

As in the case of the relative sensitivity factor, the experimental procedure pro
vides one intensity of the photoelectron peak for each element. Adjustment of the for
malism ofXRFA to describe the photoelectron current from the ith element leads to 
the following expression [9] 

(3.1) 

where N0 is the Avogadro number, A; is the atomic mass of the ith element, C; is the 
concentration of ith element (expressed as the mass fraction), p ~ is the density of pure 
jth element, A~ is the IMFP of photoelectrons emitted from ith atomic species in the 
pure jth element, and ci is the concentration of ith component expressed as mass 
fraction . In (3 .I) we neglect the attenuation by the layer of contamination and the influ
ence of surface roughness. The product T De A0 comprises properties of the instrument 
and is usually called the spectrometer function. This function usually depends on en-
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ergy of photoelectrons, E. Let us denote the spectrometer function by S(E). Taking 
into account (2.2), we may write the following system of equations 

(3.2) 

i = 1' 2, ... '11 

To solve this system we need to know the values of the photoelectric cross sections, 
ax, and the asymmetry parameter, p, for all photoelectron lines . They can be taken 
from the extensive tabulations available in [5-7, 11]. We also need the values of /...;1 
for kinetic energies of all photoelectrons in all pure elements present in the sample. 
These values can be found in [ 12,13] or in the form of a computer controlled database 
[14]. Next step is the determination of the spectrometer function. This problem will 
be addressed in further sections. Under obvious condition that 

(3.3) 

the system of (3.2) can be solved with respect to all concentrations. Ebel [ 1 0] pro
posed the iterative procedure for this purpose. The starting values of concentrations 
can be obtained from 

i = 1' 2, ... '11 

The resulting values are submitted then to the normalizing condition (3.3). The con
centrations corresponding to the /th iteration are calculated from 

i = 1, 2, ... , n 

After each iteration, concentrations are normalized to satisfy the condition (3 .3 ). 
One can prove that (3.1) is equivalent to the derived earlier (2.5). Remembering 

the following expressions 
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(3 .5) 

(3.6) 

Comparison of (2.5) and (3 .1) shows that they are equivalent, if the IMFP of 
photoelectrons originating from ith atomic species and moving in the sample material 
is expressed by 

/... =-----
i 11 x . 

MI-'--
i=l M 0 A.0 
. J IJ 

(3 .7) 

Equation (3. 7) can also be expressed in terms of the mass fractions 

"-i=----
11 

(3.8) 

PL 

where pis the density of the sample. This equation can be derived from (3.4), (3.5), 
(3.8) and taking into account the relation 

1 
p=--

i c~ 
j=l p j 

(3.9) 

The latter equation is valid under assumption that the mean volume of the atom in the 

sample is the same as in the pure element. 
The procedure of quantitative analysis described above has one serious draw

back. To solve the resulting system of equations (3.2), one has to estimate the values 
of "-u at energies of all photoelectrons in all pure elemental components. Sometimes 
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this may be a problem, e.g. in cases when the data on the IMFP for one or more pure 
components are not available, or when one or more pure components is or are gaseous 
(oxides, chlorides, etc.). Ebel et al. [ 15] has developed a modified procedure of quan
titative analysis, in which the above problems can be circumvented. 

Let us now consider a multicomponent sample covered with an overlayer of con
tamination. Equations (3 .2) written for such a sample have the following form 

(3.10) 

i=1,2, ... ,n 

where Ail is the IMFP of photoelectrons corresponding to ith component in the 
overlayer material, and d is the overlayer thickness. Calculations associated with 
quantitative XPS analysis are considerably simplified if we assume that the IMFP of 
ith photoelectrons in the sample material can be represented as a product of two fac
tors: h depending only on the matrix andj(E;) depending only on the photoelectron ki
netic energy E;. Thus, (3.8) can be written as follows 

A. = = h · f(E) 
I n c . I 

p"" __ J 

LJ OAO 
J=l p j j 

Introducing (3 .11) into (3 .1 0), we get 

No ( I; = F~~ns (E; )(cr _,.); W(~;, \jl) A; hf (E; )pexp 

i=1,2, ... ,n 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

where h1 is the constant h for the overlayer material. The photoelectron current can 
also be related to the atom fraction instead of the mass fraction. From (3.4), (3.9), and 
additionally taking into account the equation 

M= No 

L
n A. 

X-1 
J 0 

J=l p j 
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we obtain 

(3.13) 

Equation (3 .12 ), on account of (3 .13 ), can be transformed to the form 

I; =F,~D.S(E;)(ax);W(~;.'V)hf(E;)Mexp(- d Jx; 
h1 f(E; )cosa 

(3.14) 

i = 1, 2, ... '12 

Let us group together all the parameters characteristic for the sample and for the in
strument in one constant C. We have 

(3.15) 

i = 1' 2, --- '11 

where C = Fx ~D. hM. Ebel et al. [ 15] proposed a very simple universal energy de
pendence of the IMFP 

f(E) = ~.7 (3.16) 

Furthermore, these authors listed very useful polynomial approximations expressing 
the atomic number dependence of parameters ( ax);, ~;, and £;. These dependences 
were estimated for all major atomic subshells. The above information makes possible 
calculations of the surface composition from (3 .12) or (3 .15). Prior to calculations, 
one should assume a certain value of the ratio d/h1 to establish the sensitivity of the 
calculated composition to the surface cleanliness. For a clean surface, we have dlh1 = 0. 
Note that we have now derived the explicit expression for the sensitivity factor. Com
parison of (2.18) and (3.15) gives 

(3.17) 

The obvious way to calculate the surface composition is the use of (2.19) with (3 .17). 

3.2. The Multiline Analysis (MLA-1) 

Usually, each elemental component of the sample may emit several photoelectron 
lines. If we select one photoelectron line for one elemental component, numerous 
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combinations of peaks are possible. Each combination of selected photoelectrons 
may provide somewhat different surface composition of the sample studied. A ques
tion arises if it is possible to develop a procedure of quantitative analysis, which uses 
simultaneously all the peaks visible in the spectra. Such problem has been addressed 
by Hanke et al. [ 16]. These authors proposed the term of multi line approach for the 
proposed procedure. 

Let us summarize at first the main concepts of the multiline approach . Suppose 
that the sample is composed of n elements. Let atoms of ith element emit photo
electrons from m; subshells. We will denote a particular subshell by the superscript k. 
Thus, the current of photoelectrons, corresponding to ith atomic species and the kth 

subshell, is described by [Cf. Eq. (3.12)] 

(3.18) 

where we denoted for brevity (cr x )~ = cr ~ . (3.18) can be transformed to the following 
linear equation 

(3.19) 

where 

Ik 
11k =In I 

1 

~~ S ( E ;k ) f ( E ;k )a ~ W (p ~ , \jf ) 
I 

(3.19a) ao.; = ln (const · c;) (3 .19b) 

al ,i = -d/(h, cos a) (3.19c) const = F.'r!lD. h p (3 .19e) 

Thus, the parameters 11~ and ~ ~ are expected to follow a straight line, which is char
acteristic for a given element. In general, the coefficients a0,; and a u can be deter
mined from the linear regression. However, as the number of photoelectron lines for 
a given element is rather limited, it is more practical to assume certain overlayer 
thickness, and perform the statistical analysis only with respect to the coefficient 
a0,;. Let us define the deviation due to the arbitrarily selected concentration c; 

k k ( J:k) 
E ; = 11; - a o,; + a I,; '":I; 

and let us minimize the function 
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Qi = ICE~) 2 (3.20) 
k=l 

with respect to the coefficient a0.; . From the condition 

Im, k I"'' }:k 
11 -al . ~ · I ,I I 

8Q;Ic'ao.i = 0 we obtain k=l 

The intensities of photoelectron lines, recorded for a given element, may differ and 
thus, they may be burdened with different statistical errors. We expect that the most 
reliable quantitative information can be derived from the most intense photoelec
tron lines, which have the smallest statistical error. To account for the difference in 
accuracy of the intensity determination, Hanke et al. [ 16] proposed to introduce the 
weight factors, G;k, to the above formalism. The deviations, E ~,were modified accord
ing to 

( k) k Gk 
E; mod =E; , where (3.21) 

Such modification enhances the sensitivity of (3 .20) to variations of concentrations 
C; in the case of more intense lines. Thus, the function to be minimized is given by 

11 

Qi =I (E~ )2 (G;k )2 
i=l 

The minimization procedure provides now 

k=l 
ao,; = k=l 

I (G;k)2 
k=l 

From (3.19b) we have 

n 

const = L exp(a 0.j) (3.23) 
j=l 

and eventually 

(3.22) 

exp (a 0J 
c- -;- -

const 

exp (a 0,;) 
(3.24) 

11 

I exp(a 0 .J) 
j=l 
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Equations (3.22)-(3.24), with the IMFP energy dependence described by (3. 1 6), 
form the algorithm of the multiline analysis. To improve the accuracy of calculations, 
Hanke et al. [ 1 6] updated the published earlier [ 1 5] approximations for the atomic 

number dependence of parameters cr ~,pi, and Ei. The algorithm described above will 
be denoted here, for the sake of convenience, by MLA-1. 

3.3. The Multiline Analysis (MLA-2) 

The multiline analysis algorithm has been later submitted to further modifica
tions [ 17]. One can raise several objections against the algorithm MLA-1. Firstly, the 
weight factors, G/;, in the presented derivation should be associated with uncert

ainities 111 ;k rather than 1111~, since the quantity 11~ contains the logarithm of intensity 
(3.19a). Secondly, the linearization of (3.18) is not necessary, when we determine 

only one coefficient, a0.i, from the statistical analysis performed for a given element. 
If we use (3 .18) directly in the above formalism, instead of quantities 11~, then the 
weight factors given by (3.21) are justified. The correspondingly modified derivation 
is outlined below. 

Let us express the concentrations with the atom fractions, xi. To simplify further 
formalism let us denote 

D = S (E) (dcr)d Q) exp [-d/(h1f(E)cosa)] (3.25) 

Equation (3.15) for a given photoelectron peak, with account of(3.25), can be written 
as follows 

The deviation, due to a certain arbitrarily selected value of xi, is given by 

k = Ik- CDk . E, i I x, 

The total deviation, Q;k, for the i-th element, modified with the weight factors defined 
by (3 .21 ), has now the form 

(3.26) 
k=l k=l 

where Yi is the relative concentration 

)'i = Cxi (3.27) 
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The correctly selected concentration,yi, should minimize (3.26) . From the condition 

we obtain (3 .28) 

The constant C is determined from 

(3.29) 

and the concentration is calculated from (3 .27). Let us denote the modified algorithm 
of the multiline approach by MLA-2. 

As one can see, the final formulas given by (3.22)-(3.24) for the algorithm 
MLA-1 and (3.27)-(3.29) for the algorithm MLA-2 differ noticeably. Equations 
(3.27)-(3 .29) seem to be better justified to use in quantitative analysis. Let us note 
that (3 .27)-(3 .29) become identical with (2.19), if only one photoelectron line is se
lected for each element. 

In summary, the following modifications are made in the algorithm MLA-2 as 
compared to MLA -1 : 

I. The universal energy dependence of the IMFP is expressed by the Bethe equa-
tion 

E 
'A=a--

ln(yE) 

instead of the exponential equation of the general form 

'A=aE" 

(3.30) 

(3 .31) 

The Be the equation was found to describe better the published energy dependences of 
the IMFP than (3 .31) [ 18]. 

2. The parameter y describing the energy dependence of the IMFP was deter
mined separately for different classes of materials : elemental solids , inorganic com
pounds, and organic compounds. This further decreases the error associated with 
introducing the universal energy dependence of the IMFP. 

3. In the statistical analysis, the weight factors G,k are associated with 
uncertainities in the countrates It instead of uncertainities in the parameters 11~. 

4. In applications of MLA-2, the use of the database containing all parameters 
necessary for calculations is recommended (photo ionization cross sections, asymme-
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try parameters, binding energies, atomic masses) rather than the use of fitted func
tions. In the algorithm MLA-1 all these data were approximated by the polynomials 
of atomic number. Thus, the errors associated with inaccuracy of the polynomial fit 
are avoided. 

In the literature similar modifications of the relative sensitivity factor were pro
posed by other authors. One should mention that the procedure without standards of 
Tougaard and Jansson [ 19] is practically equivalent to the MLA-2 algorithm for the 
case of one photoelectron line selected for one element. The only difference consists 
in the energy dependence of the IMFP. These authors used (3.31) with the exponent 
0.7, while the MLA-2 algorithm is based on the Bethe equation. 

4. RELIABILITY OF QUANTITATIVE XPS ANALYSIS 
\\'ITHOUT STANDARDS 

As mentioned in Section 2, the reliability of the uncorrected relative sensitivity 
factor approach is rather poor. The uncertainities associated with concentrations 
found for the AuCu alloys were close to ±1 0% [9]. Modifications of the relative sensi
tivity factor approach, described in the previous section, markedly improve the accu
racy of quantitative analysis. Ebel [ 1 0] applied the method based on (3 .2) to a series of 
binary and ternary alloys of Cu, Ag, and Cu. Prior to analysis, the samples were 
scribed with steel wool to validate the assumption that the surface composition corre
sponds to the bulk composition. This made possible to verify the accuracy of quantita
tive XPS analysis against the results of chemical analysis of the bulk. It has been 
found that the averaged deviations were equal to ±2 wt%. Such accuracy is similar to 
accuracy of the XPS quantitative analysis using standards. Thus , the modifications 
introduced by Ebel [ 1 0] (account for the spectrometer function and the variations of 
the IMFP) significantly improve the accuracy of quantitative analysis. 

Multi line approach provides also reliable results of quantitative analysis. Hanke 
et al. [ 16] applied the multi line analysis (MLA-1) to the sputtered Ag-Au-Cu ternary 
alloy. The surface composition deviated by 0.8% from the composition obtained us
ing the chemical analysis. Such accuracy may be somewhat overestimated since cer
tain selective sputtering effects are not excluded. 

Extensive analysis of the reliability ofte multiline approach (algorithm MLA-2) 
has been published by Jablonski et al. [ 17]. This method was used in four laboratories 
equipped with different spectrometers to determine the surface composition of AuCu 
alloys. The test of performance ofthe multiline approach was based on the assump
tion that the surface composition of the sputtered AuCu alloy is close to the bulk com
position. There is a number of indications supporting this assumption . Only slight 
differences from the bulk composition were obtained from statistical analysis of ex
tensive XPS experimental material collected by the Japanese VAMAS-SCA work
ing group [9]. Similar conclusion resulted from the analysis of the AES data 
recorded for the AuCu alloys sputtered with 1 keY Ar··-ions [20]. These results are 
also supported by a simple criterion based on sputtering yields . The Ar sputtering 
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yields for Au and Cu are practically identical in wide energy range. Wehner [21] re
ported the same values of2.4 at 500 eVand 3.6 at 1000 eV. The problem of selective 
sputtering of AuCu alloys was addressed by Tougaard and Jansson [ 19]. These au
thors have found a distinct Au enrichment at low sputter energies, 300 c V and 600 
eV. However, the surface composition was, indeed, approaching the bulk composi
tion at higher energies. Tougaard and Jansson [ 19] have found this result consistent 
with observations of other authors . Generally, it seems that the assumption of similar 
surface and bulk composition for AuCu alloys is justified at Ar' energies exceeding 
1000 e V. This conclusion is also supported by the AES studies of Zhe and 
Tian-Sheng [22] . 

The method MLA-2 has been proved to be more accurate than the unmodified rel
ative sensitivity factor approach [ 17]. It has been found that the average deviation be
tween the bulk concentrations and the surface concentrations resulting from the 
MLA-2 algorithm was equal to 3.2 at% . This uncertainity is smaller by a factor of 
three from the uncertainity of the unmodified relative sensitivity factor approach re
ported by Yoshitake et al. [9]. Jablonski et al. [17] also indicated that the algorithms 
MLA-1 and MLA-2 lead to only slightly different results of quantitative analysis. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The difference is not large but noticeable. On close inspec
tion, one can see that the values calculated from the MLA-2 algorithm are closer to the 
bulk composition than the values obtained from the MLA-1 algorithm. 

::J 1 .0 <I: 
'+- Kratos XSAM 800 
0 0.8 / 

/ 

c 6 0 
-+-

0.6 () R·· 
0 
L ~/-

'+-

E 0.4 / 
/ 

0 ,,/ 
-+-
0 

0.2 
Q) / 

() r?/ 
0 

'+- 0 
L 0 ::J 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 .0 (/') 

Bulk atom fraction of Au 

Figure 4. Surface composition of the AuCu alloys after 2 ke V Ar +sputtering calculated from intcnsitics mea
sured with the Kratos XSAM 800 spectromctcr. Squares: algorithm MLA-1; circles: algorithm 
MLA-2 (taken from Ref. 17). 

The multi line approach has been used in numerous analytical applications. Quan

titative analysis of the high T, superconductor surfaces (Bi2Sr2Cu06, Bi2Sr2CaCu20 H, 
and YBa2Cu30 7) was based on algorithm equivalent to MLA-2 for the case of one 
photoelectron line selected for one element [23]. It has been found that the surface 
composition of the superconductor surfaces studied is in a good agreement with the 
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bulk composition. Quantitative XPS analysis ofpolyaniline doped with platinum or 
palladium performed with the MLA-2 algorithm indicated the enrichment of the sur
face region with both metals [24]. Both samples were reasonably good catalysts in the 
reaction of selective hydrogenation of 2-hexyne to 2-hexene, despite a relatively 
small content of metals in the bulk. The MLA-2 algorithm was used to control suc
cessfully the surface composition of CoPd alloys [25,26], and the compounds GaAs 
[27 ,28] and InP [28]. 

5. THE SPECTROMETER FUNCTION 

As shown in Sections 2 and 3, the modifications of the relative sensitivity factor 
require the knowledge of the spectrometer function, S(£) . In general, the spectrome
ter function may depend on the spectrum acquisition mode. Consequently, it is rec
ommended to determine this function for a given spectrometer and the mode of the 
analyser work rather than use the general expressions suggested for a particular type 
of the analyser. For this reason, we need a simple and fast method that can be fre
quently used in experimental practice. Different methods for determining the spec
trometer function have been reviewed by Weng et al. [29]. Ebel et al. [30] have 
proposed a relatively simple experimental method (the so-called bias method), which 
is relatively convenient to use. Main features of this method are briefly outlined be
low. 

The bias method consists in recording the spectrum intensity, /, in a narrow en
ergy window located at energy E. The spectrum is repeatedly monitored after apply
ing a variable potential Ehia.\· to the sample. The kinetic energy of photoelectrons 
entering the analyser is then given by 

(5.1) 

Let us denote by n(E) the actual energy distribution of electrons emitted from the sur
face. We have then 

(5.2) 

or, taking into account (5.1) 

(5.3) 

After differentiating (5.3) with respect to Ehias, we obtain 

--= -+-- n(E) di (as as ) 
dE";"·' aEk cEhia., 

(5.4) 
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where we additionally assumed that dEkldEhias =I . From (5.2) and (5.4) we eventually 
obtain the relation 

din! dinS dinS 
---=--+--
dE hitH dE k dE hi<H 

(5.5) 

The derivative d ln 1/dEhias is determined experimentally for possibly small values of 
Eb;a,·· This measurement is repeated for different values of Ek. Furthermore, we as
sume that the derivative dIn S/dEhia.\· is small and can be neglected. Solution of the re
sulting differential equation provides the spectrometer function . 

The experimental procedures associated with determining the spectrometer func
tion may need much effort to reach a good accuracy. In experimental practice much 
faster is the approximate estimation of the spectrometer function from the spectra re
corded on a given spectrometer and on a spectrometer with known spectrometer func
tion. There are software packets containing a database of the spectra, which may be 
used for that purpose. For example, the data processing system COMPRO (Common 
Data Processing System) has an option of determining the spectrometer function 
[31-34]. 
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Figure 5. The spectrometer function , S(£), determined for ESCALAB 210, Perkin-Elmer 51 00, 
and Kratos XSAM 800 spectrometers (taken from [I 7]) . 
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Fig. 5 shows examples of the spectrometer functions determined for several spec
trometers equipped with the hemispherical analysers. As one can see, the 
spectrometer function varies considerably in the range oflow kinetic energies, i.e. be
low 500 eV. Functions of this shape are well approximated with the expression 

S(E) = const x E-a (5 .6) 

where a is a fitted constant. For example, the function S(E) determined by Zommer 
[35] using the bias method for the spectrometer ESCALAB 210 can be approximated 
by (5.6) with exponent a= 0.72. For the same spectrometer, the use of standard spec
tra from the Common Data Processing System leads to the values of a= 0. 74 or a= 
0.69 [35]. For some modes of work of an analyser, the general shape of the 
spectrometer function may be different from the shape shown in Fig. 5 [30]. 

6. UNIVERSAL ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF THE 
INELASTIC MEAN FREE PATH 

As discussed in Section 3, we need a possibly universal and reliable function de
scribing the energy dependence of the IMFP,f(E), to determine the relative sensitiv
ity factors. Knowledge of the absolute values of the IMFP is not necessary for 
quantitative analysis based on modified sensitivity factor approach. Due to simplic
ity, equation (3.31) is frequently used to describe the energy dependence of the IMFP. 
Despite the fact that this equation does not have the physical justification, it describes 
the energy dependence of the IMFP reasonably well in a relatively narrow energy 
range. Initially, the exponentp = 0.5 has been proposed for this equation [36-38]. In 
1980, Wagner et al. [39] analysed the published experimental material and has shown 
that this exponent usually is larger than 0.5. They postulated the range from 0.53 to 
0.80 for the exponent p. Similar conclusion resulted from other studies. Ashley and 
Tung [40] fitted (3.31) to the IMFP values for selected elements and compounds and 
have found that the exponent p ranges from 0.53 to 0.85. Reich et al. [ 41] calculated 
the IMFPs for carbon, silicon, germanium, A}z03, Si02 and Ge02, and they fitted the 
calculated IMFPs with (3 .31 ). They found that the range of variation of the exponent 
pis slightly smaller, i.e. from 0. 736 to 0 .892. Ebel et al. [ 42] listed values of p for or
ganic materials and indicated that they vary considerably. The largest value of p was 
1.98. 

Since the exponent p seems to be material and energy dependent, one has to aver
age different values of p for a number of materials and energies. Several averaged val
ues were proposed in the literature. The average value ofp = 0. 7 was proposed by Ebel 
et al. [ 15] to use in modified relative sensitivity factor method. Hanke et al. [ 16] pro
posed the value ofO. 723 for use in calculations of the method MLA-1. Average values 
of0.73 or 0.800 were found by Ebel et al. [43]. 

There are two main problems with the use of(3.31) in calculations of quantitative 
XPS. The range of published values ofthe exponentp is rather large and the averaged 
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value obviously depends on the averaging procedure used. A single universal value of 
p may not be applicable to some classes of materials. Second problem is associated 
with the sources of the data on the IMFP used in averaging. Majority of the experi
mental IMFP values originated from measurements of the AES or XPS signal attenu
ation due to deposition of overlayers ofknown thickness. The theoretical IMFPs were 
obtained from calculated distribution of electron energy losses in the solid. While the 
theoretical sources provide the IMFP values in agreement with the definition, the val
ues resulting from the overlayer experiments are now known to be different from the 
IMFP. They are called the attenuation lengths (AL) and may differ from the IMFP by 
up to 30% or even more for some geometries [44-46]. Generally, these terms are dis
cussed in recent reviews [ 13 ,46]. In effect, the exponents p derived from the data mea
sured in overlayer experiments may be not suitable to describe the energy dependence 
of the IMFP. It has been shown that the only experimental method providing the 
"true" IMFP values is based on measurements of the elastic backscattering probabil
ity from surfaces [ 13]. This method is usually associated with the acronim EPES 
(Elastic Peak Electron Spectroscopy) . Recently, Powell and Jabloilski [ 13] compiled 
a list of exponents p derived from EPES for 24 elements. It has been found that the ex
ponent varies in wide range from 0.383 to 0. 919. Thus, it seems that the concept of a 
single universal p value applicable to all solids may not be valid . 

Jabloilski [ 18] proposed to determine the energy dependence of the IMFP sepa
rately for different classes of materials, i.e. elements, inorganic compounds and the 
organic compounds. In addition to (3 .31 ), the Bethe equation has been considered to 
describe the energy dependence of the IMFP. 

E 
} ... =---

£,; ~o In (yE) 
(6 .1) 

where E,~ is the free-electron plasmon energy and ~0 and y are the material dependent 
parameters. This equation is obviously equivalent to (3 .30). Similarly as in the case of 
(3.31 ), we need only one parametery to describe the energy dependence of the IMFP. 
An extensive database of the IMFP values published by Tanuma et al. for elements 
[ 12], inorganic compounds [ 4 7] and organic compounds [ 48] has been used as a refer
ence for determining the parameter pin (3 .31) and the parameter y in (3 .30). Both pa
rameters were adjusted so that the deviation from the IMFP values ofTanuma et al. 
within a particular class of materials was the smallest. The fitted parameters p and y 
are listed in Table 1. As one can see, the values of the parameter p obtained in the pres
ent work for elements and inorganic compounds well agree with the universal value 
ofO. 723 recommended for use with the MLA-1 algorithm. Both fitted parameters de

pend noticeably on the class of materials and it is advisable to use a value suitable to 
an analysed sample rather than a single universal value . Jablm1ski [ 18] has also shown 
that the Bethe equation better describes the energy dependence of the IMFP than 
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(3 .31 ). The above recommendations are accounted for in the algorithm of multiline 
analysis MLA-2. Other recommendation is to select for quantitative XPS analysis the 
photoelectron lines with kinetic energy exceeding 500 eV. For such energies, (3 .30) 
describes the energy dependence of the IMFPs with accuracy of2-3%. Larger devia
tions are observed at lower energies. 

Table 1. Values of the parameters p and y fitted to the IMFPs ofT anum a et al. [ 12,47 ,48] for different classes 
of materials. 

Class of materials p y JleV 
----------·-··· 

Elements 0.7283 0.05359 

Inorganic compounds 0.7234 0.05046 

Organic compounds 0.7665 0.09554 

All materials 0.7414 0.06403 

One should also mention that the parameters p and y listed in Table 1 are derived 
from the database ofiMFPs applicable to the bulk of the solid, since such IMFPs are 
obtained from the theoretical method based on the optical data [ 12,4 7 ,48]. In the sur
face region submitted to the XPS analysis, the mechanism of energy loss may be dif
ferent than in the bulk , e.g. due to additional excitations of the surface plasmons . For 
this reason, the values of the IMFPs for the surface region may be somewhat different 
than in the bulk. This problem has been recently discussed by Powell and Jabloi:tski 
[ 13]. The only experimental method, providing the IMFPs for the surface region (in 
contrast to attenuation lengths) is the EPES method. However, the published IMFP 
values obtained from the EPES method exhibit a considerable scatter, which may be 
associated with deficiencies of the theoretical model used in calculations [ 13,49]. 
Furthermore, there is a limited set ofiMFPs published for organic and inorganic ma
terials. When the performance of the EPES method is improved, the resulting IMFPs 
would be a good basis for determination of the energy dependence for the surface re
gion. 

7. PHOTOELECTRON EI.JASTIC COLLISIONS 

We indicated in Section 2 that the mathematical formalism of XPS is derived on 
the assumption that the photoelectron trajectory in a solid is linear (Cf. assumption no 
4) . In effect, angular distribution of emission from atomic species in the surface re
gion (photoelectric cross section) determines the angular distribution of photoemis
sion from the solid surface. In reality, photoelectrons may be elastically scattered on 
atoms of a solid. This process may modify the photoelectron trajectories and conse
quently affect the angular distribution ofphotoemission. For this reason we may ex
pect, that the neglect of elastic photoelectron collisions may influence results of 
quantitative XPS analysis. This problem was originally approached over 20 years ago 
by Baschenko and Nefedov [50]. Until present time, numerous studies of the elastic 
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scattering effects were published in the literature. The published material has been re
viewed by Jablonski [51] and Tilinin eta/. [52]. 

In majority of published reports, the influence of elastic scattering on photoelec
tron angular distribution has been studied by Monte Carlo simulations of photoelec
tron trajectories in the solid. It has been found that the elastic photoelectron collisions 
can be accounted for in the formalism ofXPS with two correction parameters: Qx and 
f3eJT[53,54]. These parameters modify the photoelectric cross section given by (2.2) to 
the form 

(dcr)dD.)mod = Gx Q.t W (f3etf; \jl) = Gx Qx _!_ [1- p ell (3 COS 
2 

\jl -1)] 
4n 4 

(7.1) 

To account for elastic scattering effects in quantitative XPS analysis, one can use the 
formalism presented in Sections 2 and 3, in which the photoelectric cross section 
da)dD. = crx W(f3,\j/) is replaced with the modified cross section given by (7.1). The 
correction factors Q.r and Petrfor numerous elements, photoelectron lines and the ex
perimental geometries were determined from the Monte Carlo simulations of photo
electron transport [54]. The calculated values can be approximated by the expression 
of the form 

(7.2a) (7.2b) 

Extensive tabulation of the fitted constants a; and b; is available in [54]. 
Jablonski and Tilinin [55] described the elastic scattering effects in XPS analyti

cally from the approximate solution of the Boltzmann equation, using the so-called 
transport approximation. It has been confirmed that two parameters, Qx and Peff, are 
sufficient to account for elastic scattering effects. Simple expressions for these 
parameters were derived [55,56] 

Qx = (1 - ro) 112H(cosa,ro) (7.3a) PeJT = (I - ro )p 
Q, 

(7.3b) 
1 

(J) =--
l+s 

(7.3c) 

where H(Jl,ffi) is the H function of Chandrasekhar [57], and s is the ratio of the elec
tron transport mean free path to the inelastic mean free path, s =A 11JA. The definition 
of the transport mean free path, A1, and the methods of evaluation are discussed by 
Jablonski [58]. The ratios s for electron energy E can be estimated from the expres
sion [56] 
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(7.4) 

where Z is the averaged atomic number of the solid and ak" are the universal con
stants. They are listed in Table 2. The correction parameters Qx and ~efl· calculated 

from (7.3) and (7.4) compare very well with values resulting from the Monte Carlo 
simulations. This has been observed for several photoelectron lines [55 ,56]. An ex
ample of such comparison is shown in Fig. 6. 
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Figure 6. Dependence of the correction parameters Peffand Q, on the emission angle, a . Solid line: equations 
(7.3); dashed line: the asymmetry parameter, p [6] circles: Monte Carlo calculations [53]. 
(a) Au 4p3,2 photoelectron line; (b) Au 4f7,2 photoelectron line. 
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Figure 6. (continuation) 

Table 2. Values of the universal constants ak, for calculating the ratios s =/...,,//...from (7.4). 
- · -- - ----·-----·· 

n=3 n=2 n = 1 
- -----

1561 

n=O 

k=3 -3 .21438x10...{; 4.15715x10-4 -1.10 184x 10 - ~ 6.47105x10-2 

k=2 5.74021 x 1 o-s -7.50284x 1 o-3 0.201522 -1.13552 

k = 1 -3 .34967x 1 o-4 4.44227x 1 o-2 - 1.22881 7.40525 

k=O 6.30016x10-4 -8.46984x 1 o-2 2.40871 - 15.4421 
. .. ---- ----·- -------

We see that the correction factors are weakly dependent on the detection angle, a, 

except for the range of large detection angles. The effective asymmetry parameter, 
Pet!' is generally smaller than the asymmetry parameter, p, describing the angular 
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distribution of photoemission from atoms. This is obviously due to the partial ran
domization of photoelectron trajectories by elastic photoelectron collisions. For the 
fully randomized directions, the asymmetry parameter is equal to zero. Slightly larger 

difference between the correction parameters resulting from the Monte Carlo simula
tions and calculated from (7 .3) is found for the photoelectron lines of highest asym
metry, i.e. originating from the s-shells. Parameter P~11 calculated from (7 . 3 b) is then 
overestimated by about 10%. Generally. (7 .1) with (7.2) or (7 .3) are recommended 
for calculations of quantitative XPS, since the angular distribution ofphotoemission 
determined with account of elastic scattering better compares with the experimental 
angular distribution than prediction of the uncorrected formalism [59]. 

8. SOFTWARE PACKET MULTI 

Calculations associated with the multiline method, especially in the case when 
elastic scattering is accounted for, are considerably more involved as in the case of 
the unmodified relative sensitivity factor approach. However, application of the 
multiline method, as well as any other modification of the relative sensitivity factor 
approach, improves the reliability of the quantitative analysis. On the other hand, 
more complex formalism and the additional input parameters necessary for calcula
tions make the modified approach difficult to use for routine analyses. 

A useful tool to facilitate applications of the modified relative sensiti\'ity factor 
approach would be a user friendly software performing all operations associated with 
the quantitative analysis and applicable to a possibly wide range of samples . In fact, 
an effort has been made in the Institute of Physical Chemistry of the Polish Academy 
of Sciences to develop a software packet MULTI implementing the formalism of the 
multi line approach MLA-2. Main features of this software are the following: 

1. Implementation of the database of parameters necessary for calculations (pho
toelectron kinetic energies, asymmetry parameters, and photoelectric cross sections). 

2. Applicability to typical classes of materials: alloys, inorganic compounds, and 
organic compounds. 

3. Spectra processing feature, i.e. integration of spectra after suitable background 
subtraction. As an alternative, the intensities from external integration programs can 
be used in calculations. 

4 . Graphical presentation of the calculated surface composition (pie-slice plots) 
with concentrations expressed as the mass fractions or the atom fractions. 

5. Creation of files with plots, with a possibility of printing the graphics . 
6. Creation of files with complete information on quantitative analysis (all input 

parameters, all data taken from the database and the resulting concentrations). 

7. Applicability to two typically used radiations (:t\1g Ka and AI Ka). 
8. A possibility of including or neglecting the elastic photoelectron collisions in 

calculations of surface composition (implementation of (7.3)). In this way, one can 
evaluate the elastic scattering effects for the sample considered. 
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The title screen and the main menu of the MULTI software are shown in Fig. 7. An 
example of the graphical presentation of results is demonstrated in Fig. 8. This plot 
shows the calculated surface composition ofpolyaniline doped with palladium [24]. 

(a) 

Welcorr1e to XPS 

~ultilinr 
Anulgziz 

Press a key or click the left "ouse button 

-=-========-= MULTILINE Analysis -~====~===~4 

(b) 
MAlt! MEI'tU 

Spectroneter function 

XPS configuration 

Surface conposition 

File 111anage111ent 

Quit 

Select and press EHTER 

Figure 7. Opening screens of the software packet MULTI. (a) The title screen; (b) the main menu. 
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~c 
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~0 

0.646 
0.051 
0.151 

~Cl 0.044 
-Pd 0.109 

A. Jablofzski 

PANI 18 

Figure 8. Graphical representation of surface composition of polyaniline doped wtth palladium calcu
lated with the program MULTI (details are published in [ 24]) . 

One should stress a full portability ofthe MULTI software to any XPS spectrome
ter. The customization to a particular spectrometer consists in introducing, by one of 
the options, the details of the spectrometer function and the experimental configura
tion used for measurements. For interested laboratories this program is distributed 
free of charge [60]. 

9. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The above overview of procedures for quantitative XPS analysis indicates that 
there is a number of problems still to be solved. Mathematical formalism used in XPS 
analysis oversimplifies the photoelectron transport in solids. There is a need to ac
count for the multiple scattering events along electron trajectories in a solid. Gen
erally, the assumptions, on which the formalism is based (Cf. Section 2), may not 
always be true. We know now that the attenuation of photoelectron in the matter may 
be nonexponential in some cases [44,46,52]. Furthermore, the assumption of uniform 
composition within the sampling depth of XPS may be not valid for some samples. 
There are indications that the segregated layer at surfaces of binary alloys may have a 
complex structure. For example, composition of the first atomic layer at the surface of 
the equilibrated AuCu alloy differs considerably from the composition of the second 
layer [61]. In such a case, the presented methods of quantitative analysis would pro
vide the composition averaged over the sampling depth of photoelectrons selected for 
analysis. There are other analytical procedures of XPS for determining the actual 
in-depth concentration profiles, which were not discussed in the present work. One 
possibility is to perform the XPS analysis, while removing the consecutive atomic 
layers during by sputtering with Ar + ions. However, one should be aware of the fact 
that the beam of ions may affect the composition within the thickness of several lay
ers. The information on the in-depth concentration profile can also be derived from 
nondestructive measurements of the photoelectron intensities at different emission 
angles. The latter technique is denoted with the acronim ARXPS (Angle-Resolved 
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X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy). Extensive review of this technique has been pub
lished by Cumpson (62]. The interested reader is referred to this work. Finally, it 
should be mentioned that the in-depth profile can be roughly estimated from the shape 
of the background in the vicinity of the photoelectron peak (63-65]. However, the 
formalism of the spectra processing is then very complex. Practical applications of 
this approach are facilitated with a specialized software packet QUASES [66]. 
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